
Port Moody Curling Club
Board Meeting
DATE:  November 1, 2021
TIME:   7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
LOCATION: Home via Zoom online link

1. Call to order: Earlene Graham called the meeting to order at 7:00 p.m.

Those in attendance: Earlene Graham, Chair, Mary Dyk, Terri Evans, Jane Lawton, Lindsay
Graf, Anne Girbav,  Mim Quigley-Metcalf, Carol Volpatti, Gail Burak, Janice van Veen and  Peter
Muir.

Absent:  Barry Ayers

2. Additions/Revisions to the Agenda:
None

3. Adoption of Minutes of the October 4, 2021 Meeting
The minutes of the October 4 2021 Board meeting were adopted as circulated.

4. President’s Report: Earlene Graham

I was invited to attend the League representative meeting held October 23 as an advisor if
needed. Janice held a very informative in-person meeting, and there was good participation
from the members discussing many different topics such as upcoming bonspiels, banquets if
allowed, ice conditions, etc.

Since our last meeting, October 4th, Janice and I had a meeting with Jim Lacoix and Joanne
Roemer, October 8th, regarding the many concerns we have about the ice conditions. My
concerns for quality ice maintenance during the upcoming Bonspiel in December was also
discussed.

1) We were reminded that the facility does not have dedicated ice staff for the curling rink.
An ice prep will likely need to be done earlier than 30 minutes before a draw because of
scheduling conflicts elsewhere in the building. City staff are willing to continue to accept
constructive and specific feedback on ice conditions through Janice which has been
helpful in the past. Their goal is to address the concerns as best as possible to ensure
user satisfaction.

2) There is scheduled maintenance November 11th to work on Sheets #5 & #6 specifically.
They were willing to try and do it sooner if we wanted to cancel some league play but
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after discussion at the league representative meeting it was decided to leave it for the
above scheduled day.

3) There are several of the senior ice maintenance staff that have retired, as a result, there
are concerns for good ice quality for the bonspiels. I have suggested the Club contribute
funds to have Ken MCCarrdle a senior ice technician be hired to assist in ice
preparations. The city has asked if there can be an adjustment made to the draw
schedule to allow a 2-hour break in the bonspiel to allow a proper clean, scrape and
preparation.

4) We will get back to them by November 15th after discussion with the bonspiel
coordinators regarding scheduled draws and maintenance.

Janice will assist with the necessary details of organizing the bonspiels regarding the direction
of setup for the lounge, microphone if required, and any concerns that need to be addressed
with the city staff.

I was notified by Joanne Roemer, Recreation coordinator, that some of our curlers have been
yelling at staff and banging on the windows in frustration. It was noted that this was
unacceptable. Janice was notified as well and brought this matter to the attention of the league
representatives and reminded them to remind their members that there is a process for dealing
with complaints and concerns.

September and October have proved to be very busy with the added concerns of Covid
protocols. Thank you to our Safety committee for the added hours of work to continue to make
our club a “safe place” to enjoy the sport we all love.

Earlene asked if there were any comments or questions regarding her report, there were none.

5. Treasurer’s Report:  Gail Burak:
See the financial report in Schedule A following.
Gail presented her report and asked if the Board had any questions or comments.
Peter noted that administrative expenses are running high due to COVID vaccine verifications,
the requirement to rescan and have members sign the COVID Waivers and the repeated
contacts with the leagues by Janice and Peter to receive required information from the leagues.

Funding Plan Update: Jane Lawton & Carol Volpatti
This topic refers to an ongoing issue as to how we will fund the Club going forward including the
cost of the Club Administrator position as we are past running it on a totally volunteer basis.
Carol and Jane met to develop an  initial plan as to how we will raise operating funds after the
Coquitlam Grant is exhausted in the coming season. Without the grant fund we will be  running
a deficit of about $30,000/year. The Club needs accounting and administrative support to
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ensure we are following the required taxation, grant guidelines and meeting expectations of the
BC Society Act.

The Committee recommendations were:

a. to increase Club membership fees from $35  up to $50 for next year,
b. to increase the amounts of the gaming grants the Club receives  - we used to receive much

higher grants in the past,
c. increase our income from selling advertising which is somewhat difficult as we are restricted

by our concrete block building leaving  in-ice logos as the main option.
d. Selling apparel might get us a couple of hundred.
e. Trim costs where possible.

Discussion:
Unfortunately the only advertising available is in-ice due to cinder block walls containing
asbestos.  We could not sell advertising this season due to uncertainty as to whether or not we
would open the Club.  Also potential sponsors are struggling due to COVID so we decided to
leave it until next year.
The timelines for tor in-ice advertising requires that  we have to start selling it in May to have the
inserts ready for the August ice install.  The costs for ice logos are about $500 for a set of 1 on
each of the 6 sheets.
Boards members suggested that we advertise on the Club website and in our newsletter as
well.
We have been approached to sell  our email membership list and so far have not gone that
direction.
We are pushing the City to put Club logos on the front doors of the recreation centre and for
other users as well,  people don’t know there is a curling rink in the building.
Another suggestion was that we might be able to put advertising on the scoreboards?  A lot of
rinks do that by having a sponsor for a sheet.

The motion  to increase membership fees was tabled until later in the meeting.

Newbie League Update: Jane Lawton

Jane reported that they are now under the Vancity Credit Union Club Account and have two
signatories on their account as per Club policy .  They have $5,792.87 in their account at this
time.  Now that they are at Vancity under the Club umbrella the Club Treasurer is able to view
their account and receive required financial information in a timely manner.

Peter Muir, accountant now has read only access to the Club Vancity Account.

6. Club Administrator:  Janice van Veen

Janice’s Report:
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I forgot to mention in my last club administrator’s report that our curling rink was used in a
commercial shoot for Delta Airlines. Since our last Board meeting a lot has happened. I have
been spending a lot of my time reverifying all the leagues. This all came about after attending a
Zone 3, 4 and 5 Curl BC meeting. The PHO Order now indicated that if we didn’t want to check
our curlers every time they entered the curling rink, we could get them to sign a waiver.  This
waiver will be put on file in case Fraser Health came and checked on us.  We would produce a
file of signatures and waivers. This process is still being worked on and is close to completion. It
has involved many hours of volunteer work by a few people. I would like to thank Peter Muir,
Earlene Graham and Mim Quigley-Metcalf for the many hours at the rink getting this process to
where it is presently. There are still some members who have not been checked for vaccinations
and /or signed a waiver. I am still working on these individuals and looking at why we haven’t
got their vaccinations verified and/or their waivers signed.

Earlene Graham and I met with the city on October 8, 2021, to discuss issues that we needed
clarity on. The meeting was attended by Jim LaCroix and Joanne Roemer and lasted an hour. In
order to ensure we would have follow up Minutes were taken and distributed to all involved. The
Minutes included action items and the person who would be following up on the item. This has
proved to be helpful as it did get most of our questions answered before our requested timeline.

I have been extremely busy with the many different tasks. One of the big tasks has been dealing
with member complaints about the ice conditions. Earlene Graham and I have been working
with the city to improve our ice and hope that the upcoming work on November 11,2021 will
solve the issues.

I hosted a League Representatives and Treasurers meeting on Saturday, October 23, 2021, in
our curling lounge. The meeting was held in person and all, but 3 leagues were represented. It
was a very positive meeting with excellent suggestions and supportive conversations.

PMCC is now selling some products that were advertised to all members in an email. They have
been coming in steadily. We now sell curling brooms, name tags and masks. The name tag
order is now over 50 and the face masks are around 20. While the broom orders have been
steady with 6 sold to date.

Again, this month my invoiced hours will be increased significantly.

This is due to the signing of waivers, dealing with ice issues, booking of practice ice being
extremely busy and other issues that required investigation.

My emails are still averaging 30+ a day between the three email addresses that I maintain. We
are still getting inquiries about joining our club along with a steady flow of membership
registrations.

I continue to check the club mailbox and the recreation mail file, manage the club
administrators’ phone, coordinate website updates, as well as communicate with members and
city staff.
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Earlene’s foot could be famous in a Delta Airlines advertisement, a commercial was shot in our
rink where they took pictures of her shoes, equipment, etc.

Vaccine Verification Update:
Janice reported that only 4 leagues are totally completed, i.e. vaccines verified and waivers
signed.   This is despite Janice’s best efforts to complete this project for the Club.  Several
leagues are down 1 or 2 but some leagues have more and are more challenging.
We still have 6 registered curlers who are not verified and we are unsure if they are curling as
they have not come to the Club when vaccine verification was available.
The most pressing is to have the 6 outstanding curlers verified.  Anne volunteered to walk over
and do the verification because she lives close by.  If we cannot contact the curlers this week
they will be advised that they cannot curl until they contact us and get it done.
Anne and Janice will track them down between them.

Continued Registration:
We still have new members joining the Club.
Registration numbers as of Oct. 28 - 528 curlers.
The Juniors league may be receiving 15 new curlers from Heritage Ridge school who  will sign
waivers and be verified.

New Sunday League:
Janice advised the Board that a new league has been started called the Newbie 5 Pack league
which occurred without notice or consultation with the Board.  It will run Sunday night from  7:00
to 9:00 pm for curlers with 1 to 3 years experience.  It is a league that will give new curlers a
place to play and develop their skills.  Information about the league will be sent out to all Club
members and league reps. to assist in increasing Club participation.

Accident Reporting:
We are hearing about falls and accidents after the fact without the filing of accident reports.
There was a recent  one where the curler went to the hospital to get stitches but no report was
filed.  We will continue to push League Reps. to  report any accidents, we need to  have the
documentation and information for the City, it could be the ice.  Anyone that needs medical
attention should submit an accident report.

Spares and Vaccination Status:
Janice reported that she has continued to find  non-Club members curling as spares and these
people may not be verified at all but are curling.
League Reps. have been told to have spares take out memberships, however in leagues where
the procurement of a spare left to each team the League Rep. may not know about the spares.
We need to get this under control.  If each league had a spare coordinator  it would assist
leagues in following the membership rule.  Janice will  put up signs stating that membership is a
requirement and vaccine verification is a requirement which  might help.
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Mask and Name Tags:
We have an order for 55 name tags and 22 masks which will be submitted shortly.   A big thank
you to the TEAL league  for ordering the most of both items.
Anne Girbav requested a couple of Club masks  to give away on Social Media as advertising.

7. Committee Reports:

a) COVID:  Carol Volpatti, Earlene Graham and Janice van Veen

Food Service for Club Events:

Bonspiels and Christmas parties generally involve food service which is complicated by COVID.
Buffets are concerning due to all of the people touching the same serving spoons.
The costs of buffet meals have been found to have increased $20 to $30 a plate over the past
couple of  years which may encourage some leagues to go out for their parties.

Several suggestions have been made, purchase several sets of serving spoons so they could
be changed for each table;  designated members could  take the Serve It Right course to be the
servers for everyone.  Line ups for food would have to be kept to single tables of eight to
maintain social distancing, etc.

The Club needs to decide what it will allow as per health order, ie, food trucks, buffets with
changed serving utensils.  Once decisions are made, the bonspiel committees and leagues will
be able to decide what to do.  Time may be on our side as COVID guidelines may change again
before the parties.

The point was made that planning for Christmas social events cannot wait another month
because leagues need to determine the costs and move ahead with their planning; the bonspiel
committees need to know their costs so they have time to advertise and take registrations.
We will try to find 3 or 4 caterers that will work with us regarding serving etc.

The COVID Committee will determine our requirements and send out the guidance to the Club
early next week.

b.    Policy & Procedures:  Jane Lawton and Mim Quigley-Metcalf

Elections Policy changes - Terri Evans and Jane Lawton

Terri will look at this with Jane during November and report back to the next meeting in
December.
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Electronic voting required during COVID is an example that Terri gave as to why we need to
review the voting.   Terri will report back at the next meeting.

c)  Gaming & Grant Committee Update:  Jane Lawton & Mary Dyk to follow up

Jane reported that she had a conversation with the Gaming Branch.  The good news is that we
are clear to apply for grants again, we are all up to date with our reporting and documentation.
Jane suggested that we need a process in place so we can move ahead with grant applications.
Mary will read and find out what we need to do and educate the rest of us.
Janice receives the grant application questions once per month that she will send on to the
Grant Committee.
Terri has written grant applications, she let us know that there is a userguide/booklet and
workshop.  The program has to be an established activity and has to fit in with our Club.
There is a grant workshop coming up, Janice will send the information to Mary when it comes.
We should communicate with the Juniors as we need to know what they are applying for and
work with them.
Curl BC has people that will help as well.

Newbie League Update - Janice van Veen

The Club has a new league called the Newbie 5 Pack League, running until Dec. 12 for curlers
with1 to 3 years experience.
We hope there will be enough curlers to take three sheets of ice.
November 14 is the next Newbie league start date.  We only have 9 curlers signed up which we
assume is low due to the cost of the lessons which may be too expensive.
The City put on a Learn to Curl sesion in September and may provide another one in January
but that is up to the City.
The Sunday night Newbie League was set up to provide  league play for people that take the
lessons through the Newbie training sessions but other club members new to curling may be
interested as well.

8. Old Business:

a) Statement of Understanding for League Reps. - Gail - Tabled from last meeting.
Document in the Board drive for review.

b) Expectations of Program Organizers (League Reps.) Tabled from last meeting.

See emails from Jane & Carol as the final copy.  Just a job description.

Mary Dyk Moved that the version completed by Jane Lawton and  Carol
Volpatti be adopted by the Board and added to our guidelines, including the
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PMCC prefix to the league name, Carol seconded, motion passed.   Mim
Quigley-Metcalf Terri Evans abstained.

9. New Business:

Club Liability Insurance Renewal Fees:  Gail Burak

Club liability insurance is due to be paid November 8th to our insurer Hub International.  We
contacted them because we had not yet been billed and the renewal was almost due.
Curl BC recommended we use Hub International for our insurance as do all of the other clubs
but the service from them leaves a lot to be desired.  In discussions with their rep. they told Gail
that our Club has the highest number of registered curlers they have seen.

We decided to increase our liability for directors/officers and the Club to $5,000,000 which
required Hub to go back to the underwriter.  The estimate just for the Commercial liability is
$2,208 which is a substantial increase from the approximately $980 we have paid over the last
few years.  Gail has not been given the final numbers from Hub as of the meeting, she will
finalize it and report back to the Board at the December meeting.

Discussion:
Hub will be ask the underwriter why  we are receiving such a large increase when we have had
higher number of curlers in the past, if curler numbers impacts liability costs?

Concern was expressed that our insurance runs out November 8th.  The Hub representative
verbally confirmed that they will carry our coverage past November 8 because they are causing
the delay. Gail was asked by the Board to get a letter or email, something in writing to confirm
our coverage will continue if we have not got the final bill to pay by November 8th.
This is the second year in a row that we have had to chase them for the bill, what is the
problem?  We should not have to chase the insurance company every year to recieve the bill so
we can pay it.

The Board asked if we could get a quote for the same coverage from a different insurance
company?  Anne advised the Board that one of the Tuesday Takeout curlers is in commercial
insurance so it was decided that we would ask her for a quote for the same type of insurance to
see if the current quote is competitive.  We will then  consider switching.

Gail will ask in writing that we are covered past November 8, 2021.
We will get a quote from Anne’s contact after Gail sends the package and our old policy to the
company providing the quote.

Earlene will write to Curl BC regarding the poor service from the recommended insurance firm.
In the year before COVID they sent all of the clubs the wrong bill, we got the one for Delta
Thistle.
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Funding Plan update:  from discussion earlier in the meeting

Carol reiterated that based on the information supplied to the Board in the spring our Club
membership fee is low,  if not the lowest of the clubs surveyed.  The recommendation of Carol
and Jane was that we increase Club membership fees from the current $35 to $50 for next
season.

Carol Volpatti moved that the PMCC membership fee be increased from $35 to $50, seconded
by Jane Lawton - TABLED

Terri asked for more background information on the recommendation since it’s been a while
since we reviewed and discussed a fee increase.   This issue was tabled to the  December
meeting.

10. Adjournment:  9:08 p.m.

Next Meeting is December 6, 2021

Schedule A:  Financials
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